Axon-Schwann membranes and mesaxons have hitherto been seen in electron micrographs as two single dense lines < 100 A wide separated by a light interzone about 150 A wide, the whole making a double membrane 250 to 300 A wide (4) (Fig. 7) . It will be shown in the present preliminary note that each of the supposedly single dense lines now appears as a pair of dense lines making a unit about 75 A in over-all thickness, and that this unit probably consists of a single bimolecular leaflet of lipide with associated protein. Fig. 1 shows a frog sciatic Remak fiber fixed in permanganate (7) . Two axons (ax.) are seen and each is partially surrounded by a Schwann cell. All of the structures included between the arrows 1 make up the axon-Schwann membrane. These structures consist of two pairs of parallel dense lines separated from one another by a light space about 25 A wide. Each dense line is about 25 A thick so that each of the pairs makes a unit about 75 A across? The two units are separated from one another by a light space about 150 A wide. At arrow 2 a similar set of paired dense lines are seen separating the two Schwann cells. In Fig. 6 a mesaxon (m.) is seen to have the same structure.
Text- fig. 1 is a semidiagrammatic tracing of Fig. 1 . Measurements of the * Received for publication, July 9, 1957. a The possibility that these ~75 A pairs of lines could represent an out of focus Fresnel fringe phenomenon has been considered. However, this has been checked by through focus series repeatedly and eliminated. Each figure is the average of measurements made in representative areas of micrographs of ten different specimens. The actual number of measurements is given in parentheses and the range in brackets. Only the order of magnitude is considered significant3 The light zone between the component paired lines of c is about 25 A wide. No consistent difference in the density or width of the two bordering dense lines was detected. But this is not considered significant, particularly since the micrographs are slightly underfocused. The relatively small range in the measurements of c may, however, be significant since it suggests a paracrystalline underlying structure.
The axon-Schwann membranes and mesaxons of myelinated nerve fibers also consist of two paired lines sometimes separated by a gap ---150 A wide (Figs. 3 to 5 ). In some regions this gap is narrowed and obliterated (Fig. 2 , unlabelled arrow; Text- fig. 2, arrows) . The axon-Schwann membrane is seen in such regions as three dense lines with its over-all width reduced to --150 A as would be expected from a closure of the gap.
At the outer surface of medullated fibers it can be seen that each myelin lamella is composed of two of the =75 2 The calibration of the Siemens Elmiskop lb electron microscope used is considered good to an accuracy of about 15 per cent.
A pairs of lines seen in mesaxons with the intervening gap obliterated ( branes look symmetrical in the micrographs? The difference between the intraperiod and the major dense lines after 3 hours treatment with permanganate is one of density. The lower density of the intraperiod line probably reflects an underlying chemical difference between the inside and outside surfaces of the Schwann cell membrane.
The nature of the substance present in the =150 A gaps of the compound membranes poses a problem of considerable importance. A question of prime interest concerns the relative volume of free water here in which ionic diffusion can occur. Thus, ff some maeromolecular constituent is present, it is most important to know whether its concentration is great enough to restrict ionic diffusion. It appears possible that material is present in sufficient concentration for this in the basement membrane layer at the outer Schwann cell surface, but whether or not some such material is present in the gap itself remains unclear.
8 Actually, two questions arise here. First, why do the lines making up the Schwann surface membrane outside myelin look the same in the micrographs if they are different? Second, why do these lines outside myelin not measure much less than 25 A, since two of them in apposition make a line ~--25 A wide in myelin? It is difficult to give a precise answer to these questions on present evidence, but it seems likely that it involves, first, questions of Fresnel fringe distributions in slightly out of focus images of objects of dimensions near the resolution limit, and second, considerations of section thickness, degrees of specimen flit, and other factors of specimen preparation. For the moment, it seems best to lay aside these questions for later consideration when more evidence is available. In the meantime, the presence or absence of dimensions below 25 A in the micrographs presented here must be interpreted with caution.
While this paper provides no answer to the precise nature of the gap substance, it does demonstrate for the first time the presence of definite layers within the Schwann cell membrane 4 and establishes a direct continuity of each of these layers with layers of comparable dimensions in the myelin sheath. It is shown that no such continuity exists between the ~ 150 A central gap in mesaxons with any layer in myelin of comparable dimensions. Indeed, the gap is, to the resolution limits of the micrographs presented here, obliterated in the myelin sheath. Hence it appears that the organized lipide layers in myelin are not continued into the central mesaxon gap. This conclusion bears importantly on the controversy begun several years ago by Sj6strand and Rhodin (13), with their hypothesis that organized lipide layers are present in the gaps between the dense layers of intercellular membranes and other membranes of this kind. It is considered that this hypothesis is disproven by the findings presented here. It is claimed that the dense lines of the double membranes of mitochondria have been seen in isolated regions in osmic-fixed material as double lines <I00 A wide (3, 6). In the brush border of mouse intestine, epithelial cell membranes have been seen as double membranes 120 A wide (14) . 
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